
 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 
 
 

Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or guarantee against loss.

1. Do your research
Filter through thousands  
of investments.

2. Choose investments
Know what to buy, and when.

3. Monitor your portfolio
Keep a sharp eye on your 
investments as markets 
change.

4. Rebalance 
Make sure your 
investment mix stays 
aligned with  
your goals.

5. Manage for taxes
Use all the strategies 
appropriate for you.

Ideas for disciplined investors:

Keeping your investment strategy on target  
is an ongoing process



Keep in mind that investing involves risk. The value of your investment will fluctuate over time, and you may gain or lose money.
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1. Do your research 2. Choose investments 3. Monitor your portfolio 4. Rebalance 5. Manage for taxes

Filter thousands of  
investment options.

Know what to buy and 
when to buy it.

Keep an eye on  
your investments as 
markets change.

Make sure your  
investment mix stays 
aligned with your goals.

Use all the strategies 
appropriate for you.

•  Analyze traditional and
alternative investments.

•  Search for new opportunities
across investment types,
regions, and sectors.

•  Stay on top of political,
market, and economic events.

•  Use available tools to help
you identify investments that
meet your criteria.

•  Choose investments that
match your strategy, risk
tolerance, and goals.

•  Create a mix of investments
that react differently to
market events.

•  Identify investments that
have been known to perform
well in the current point of the
market cycle.

•  Compare your long-term
investment goals with short-
term forecasts.

•  Track performance and
risk exposure through
different market cycles and
environments.

•  Stay true to your strategy even
when markets are volatile.

•  Update your portfolio as
markets shift, to achieve
a balance between risk
and return.

•  Know how to keep your plan
on track, and know when to
make adjustments.

•  Rebalance and reallocate your
portfolio to keep it aligned
with your long-term strategy.

•  Ensure that investments that
have changed in value don’t
affect your portfolio’s unique
risk level.

•  Stay informed of constantly
changing federal, state, and
local tax laws.

•  Offset gains and income with
losses, to help reduce your
year-end tax bill.

•  Track mutual fund distribution
schedules, as distribution
dates can affect taxation.

•  Understand the tax
implications of every
investment decision
you make.

Ideas for disciplined investors:

Five steps crucial to helping you achieve 
your long-term investment goals


